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Hey babes,
I'm Tiff!

I'm a business coach, lover of diet pepsi,

hugger of any dog i can find & reel hater

turned reel convert!

here to guide you biz owners to reel tips,

hints & tricks that convert to views.

 



- 15 to 60 second video clips

-creating fun & engaging content

-available in over 50 countries > snapchat

popularity > introduced stories in 2016

-new way to connect with audience from grid

tiktok (biggest downloads ever q1 2020 >

 reels introduced 

reels - best of all worlds combined

-1 billion users per month (entrepreneur.com)

- way to push your content globally unlike

stories/igtv/grid (hashtags)

Reels - what & why?



connection is everything - show yourself in a different way

 

gets you & your business in front of new customers & a

different reach

 

Bridging the gap between igtv & stories - one stop shop 

 

time to make vs potential reach

 

great way to make yourself human - differentiate from your

competition

 

 

Reels as a business tool



- represents the customer buying journey & how to turn passive

followers into sales

-Reels is a way for your customers to know & like you. 

-customers are wary and want to know how you can help them

-people are always watching even if you think they aren't!

-think about serving your existing communnity, they already

know you - not always about new followers.

-think about your ideal client & problems you're solving

- people aren't daft, they will see if you're not being yourself

and it will turn them off.

-not saying everyone needs to like you just the right ones

-you have to show up consistently to build trust

 

 

Know, like, trust factor...



-Normal to be nervous & feel like a dickhead

- we're all in it together, can't look stupid in

front of your community - they are there for you!

-practice your angles if it makes you feel more

comfortable

-video yourself doing mundane stuff for a few days

before to get used to being on video

-plan your content, use post it notes

-talk to camera as if you were sending it to your

mates

 

Get over yourself



- what are you trying to sell?? Products or you?

-get creative & aesthetically pleasing

-instagram is a visual platform 

-13 milliseconds to capture attention

-good quality photos/videos & have fun

- how off camera do you want to be? 

-could stand far away, from the back or show

something else - hands - still human

- look at behind the scenes, packing an order,

equipment you use, top tips, 

 

Don't want to show your face?



What do we know about them?
in all honesty? not much.

- likely influenced by who you already follow,

content you are already interacting with & Where

you live

-insights for reels just launched but need to draw

on all other information

-not a trend, here to stay! Part of your strategy

-look at what has worked for you and reframe

 the content

 



How do we use insights for reels?

-business account for insights

-accounts reached show you most

popular days & times to post 

- don't worry about unfollows

- which of your posts have the most

likes/comments/shares/saves

-use that to recreate for your reel

content

 

 



- make the most of the features - align, trim, timer

-They take some time to create so don't give up

- Get a ring light to make everything look brighter

-poor visibility will be a turn off - ease wins

-covers work well for how to, tutorials, tips -

clickbait title

if you can't get music - lots of people use their

own audio which you would be able to use

reels is being rolled out so will change & adapt

-business vs creator - missing some features

 

let's get technical...



Engagement & consistency...
- if you're looking for the answer to reels this is

it, you have to engage consistently

- engage for 15 minutes before & 15 minutes after

posting to boost your engagement

-don't post and ghost!

-you get upto 30 hashtags so use them and

experiment, use an app to make it easy 

like hashtag expert but choose relevant ones

-look at hashtags from 20k-1m otherwise they get

lost



-lose ghost followers - no pics, weird user names 

as this will lower your engagement

-Experiment! change your time, your hashtags -

captions/comments

- save in drafts if time is an issue & get rid of

watermarks

batch as if your life depends on it - when you're in

the mood to create (Save vid on phone too)

-find your app of choice - inshot/reels/tiktok

- don't take it too personally!

 

Reel Strategy...



- i post at night, between 7-8pm

- look who is live before you post - record numbers?

- Peaks & Troughs - new views cyclically

-don't be afraid to repurpose your stuff

-use your time efficiently to batch them

-Play to what your strengths are

-don't be afraid to experiment 

-remember people will be using the app differently 

with restrictions lifting/better weather

 

928k views later what have I
learnt?

79 followers 
active now



A popular reel... & it's cycle!



A popular reel... & it's cycle!
6th Jan

9th Jan

11th Jan



Repurpose your reels...

-don't be afraid to repurpose &

change up the context/subject

 if it fits & is relevant. 

You don't have to reinvent the

wheel.

453 > 4,366 after Boris

announcement

React quickly (within 48 hrs)

 

 



Bridgerton Reel...it goes down in the Dm's... 



-dm's are a underrated sales strategy and i don't mean

tacky dm's, i mean strategic thinking!

-fan pages/positivity pages/photo pages/ 

anything that is applicable to your reel. 

-try to send it to pages with big-ish audiences as

don't always see DM's & requests.

-keep it friendly - 'i thought you would enjoy this'

-send to a few to increase your chances of sharing

-sharing means new people > means new followers

 

Reel Strategy...



- use wording in the middle - not too high

or low so can see on feed & keep short

- you can put a cta in your caption which

followers might see but new followers

looking at reels wont do unless they go to

your profile

-they only see the minimum so make sure the

crucial information you want to get across

in the reel itself

-Tell them what you want them to do

head to your shop/sign up/download

 

Reel Strategy...Call To Action



-share to grid (more views/re-shareable) 

from grid share to stories (more eyes)

- have it in as many places as possible - your story 

views might not be the same people who view your grid

-engage 15 minutes before posting & 15 minutes after

-shorter videos, easy viewing

- caption them - don't make them work too hard

don't have to be perfect - fun, fast, capture

- call to action

-hook from the start with either cover or first frame

 

Reel Strategy...



Content Inspiration...
Make it relateable to who your audience is

find your niche - educational/comedy/tips

look at funny/trending memes or videos...

- scroll & save vids & audio - get organized

Meet the team / answer FAQ's /before vs after/

myths/ your routine/ how you prepare

find 10 people who inspire you when it comes to

reels & switch on post notifications for them

-your normal content just in a different way

 



Create Collections...
Reels are here to work for you not the

other way around, get organised & you'll

see the benefits

-make an effort to look on the reels tab

every day or other day and save

audio/videos you like in a collection

-you could name them -

educational/funny/business/ so they are

easy to find.

tap on sliding writing on a reel to save or

save the whole reel itself



- THEY ARE AMAZING FOR ENGAGEMENT BUT DOESN'T 

MEAN THAT IT'S GOING TO HAPPEN STRAIGHT AWAY

- you are your businesses expert

- dOING A FEW REELS & NOTHING ELSE WONT WORK

BE CONSISTENT EVERYWHERE

engage, engage, engage with your community

- Post reels 3 times a week - fri/sat evenings

- your energy is everything - commit to it

Make it relateable - Pay attention

Remember your why & ideal client

 

What to take away...



@thefemalephoenix


